Automatic lung nodule detection using profile matching and back-propagation neural network techniques.
The potential advantages of using digital techniques instead of film-based radiography have been discussed extensively for the past 10 years. A major future application of digital techniques is computer-assisted diagnosis: the use of computer techniques to assist the radiologist in the diagnostic process. One aspect of this assistance is computer-assisted detection. The detection of small lung nodule has been recognized as a clinically difficult task for many years. Most of the literature has indicated that the rate for finding lung nodules (size range from 3 mm to 15 mm) is only approximately 65%, in those cases in which the undetected nodules could be found retrospectively. In recent published research, image processing techniques, such as thresholding and morphological analysis, have been used to enhance true-positive detection. However, these methods still produce many false-positive detections. We have been investigating the use of neural networks to distinguish true-positives nodule detections among those areas of interest that are generated from a signal enhanced image. The initial results show that the trained neural networks program can increase true-positive detections and moderately reduce the number of false-positive detections. The program reported here can perform three modes of lung nodule detection: thresholding, profile matching analysis, and neural network. This program is fully automatic and has been implemented in a DEC 5000/200 (Digital Equipment Corp, Maynard, MA) workstation. The total processing time for all three methods is less than 35 seconds. In this report, key image processing techniques and neural network for the lung nodule detection are described and the results of this initial study are reported.